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Product Features:

Open Plan Recycling:
Save your business money and your
cleaners time with less bins and fewer
liners to service. Inspire employees
towards collective action.
Be Proud of Your Bins
Create a new perception
of recycling

Reach your sustainability goals. An
effective, flexible and beautiful solution
for the workplaces of the future.
methodrecycling.com/open-plan-recycling

Out in the Open
Avoid inflexible and
expensive cabinetry

Standalone Bins
Flexibility allows
waste-streams and
number of bins to
change as your
office grows

Open
or Touch
lids
Modular
design(closed)
- choose
1-4 bins
+ graphics to suit your waste streams
Modular design - choose bins
+
graphics tolock
suitbins
yourtogether
waste streams
Connectors
to
form one station
HD Connectors lock bins together to
form
one station
Patented
mechanism locks bin
liner into place - no ugly bags
Patented Bag Retainer System
locks
bin liners
in place,+while
New Zealand
designed
mademaking
them invisible
Closed lid (touch to open) available
New
Zealand
designed + made
for Landfill
+ Organics
Easy
to set online:
up - assembly
Help guide
methodrecycling
instructions
online:
.com/successful-office-recycling
methodrecycling.com/assembly
Easy to set up and install - view our
video: vimeo.com/131854392

Snap the tag with
your mobile to view
our instructions video

A HELPFUL GUIDE TO
RECYCLING ONLINE:
methodrecycling.com
/successfulrecycling-guide

Specifications:
60L capacity per bin

Accessories:
Made from polypropylene
Specifications:
Accessories:

Visible Bins

60L capacity per bin

Engage staff and visitors in
your environmental policy

Bin liners Made from 100% recyclable polypropylene
methodrecycling.com/liners
No Individual Desk Bins
Saves cleaners’ time and
costs; fewer bins to empty

CAD files: methodrecycling.com/resources

Desktop accessories methodrecycling.com/precyclers

Bin
CADliners
files available:method
recycling.com/downloads
HD
Connectors
NZ Patent: 620337

Desktop accessories
NZ Reg Design: 418203

methodrecycling.com/shop:
AUS Reg Design: 11087/2014
US Reg Design: D731,729 S

Method
- Beautiful
Bins:
Method
- Beautiful
Bins:

Dimensions:
Dimensions:
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Method Recycling Station Graphics:
Available in open or touch to open (closed) lids

beautiful bins
make recycling
recycling
bins,thatdesigned
anda
simple, stylish part of modern offices.
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manufactured in New Zealand.
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With the increasing popularity of open
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plan offices and activity-based spaces
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There was something missing –

they wanted a product that was

a flexible
productand that
couldto change
convenient
use, not
workplace
sustainable
behaviours
bins hidden
in kitchen cupboards.
through great design.

‘Design Thinking’ provided the frame-
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work for the research and design and

Three
years on, Method was born.
three years later the perfect office
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Designed to simplify the process of

recycling
stations.
recycling
- ENJOY!
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